POSTPONEMENT THE 2021 OMEP WORLD ASSEMBLY AND CONFERENCE
February 24th, 2021
DEAR COLLEAGUES,
The situation caused by the COVID-19 pandemic is still very grave and unpredictable. In consideration of our
commitment with the health and safety of our members and colleagues, the OMEP Executive Committee (EXCO) has
decided to postpone the 72ND OMEP WORLD ASSEMBLY AND CONFERENCE, to be held in Athens, to 11 to 15 July
2022. The programme and the venues will remain the same.
ABOUT SUBMISSIONS
Accepted submitted abstracts can be kept until next year, but, if someone does not wish to present it at OMEP2022,
s/he will have the possibility to withdraw it, by sending an email at info@omep2021.org and stating the abstract
number.
For new submissions we inform you that, in about six months, OMEP Greece and AFEA (responsible for the
organization and logistics) will open again the abstract submission portal.
ABOUT REGISTRATIONS
The current preliminary review suggests that OMEP has succeeded in minimizing the costs due to the postponement.
-

If some colleagues registered for OMEP 2020, the registration remains in place for OMEP 2022.
If someone who has registered already and who cannot attend in 2022, please contact: info@omep2021.org
If you need any other information related with registrations, please contact: info@omep2021.org

The Registration online form will reopen in January 2022.
INFORMATION
If you want to be kept informed, please register to receive our newsletter www.omep2021.org
or
Visit OMEP’s new website: www.omepworld,org (launching date February 28th)
and OMEP’s social networks https://www.facebook.com/WorldOMEP and https://www.instagram.com/worldomep/
Hoping to return to a healthy situation in the coming months and with thoughts for you and your loved ones, we look
forward to seeing you next year in a strong and amazing OMEP World Assembly and Conference in Athens.
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